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37Jen Hutton

Jackson

In the year I got wiry
I felt undone   
rolled out of the bed left 
the sheets tied in knots
caught habits I hadn’t 
really had before

Words escaped me more
frequently then

In that year
I undid everything:  
 erased the memos 
 forgot all my friends
 emptied everything from 
 the closet but a scent
I reckoned with an ending
and marked it with a massive stone
left in the dark

It was then, and only then, 
the heaviest thing in the house
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Mohonk

People come here for the views. At 
the edge of the Shawangunk, where 
the air tastes like a dinner mint, they 
drive up here to pick huckleberries or 
paddle across the lake. The overnight 
guests organize their waking hours as 
a series of deliberate pauses: tea on the 
veranda, strolls along wooded paths, 
crosswords. At the end of the day, when 
they retire to their rooms, they stumble 
over the house’s warped floors, pull 
back the sheets tucked firmly around 
each mattress, and slide their gently 
exhausted bodies into the infrathin 
hollows left by a previous guest. 

Here I am the uninvited. Day in, day out, 
I occupy this place; I occupy my time. 
I start in the highest room, wrapped 
around the elevator shaft, as if the 
whole of me was threaded through and 
multiplied by the dreams of a thousand.

I fade into the florals snaking along 
the wallpaper. I alight on the lamp’s 
parchment shade. I descend from the 
rafters, I squeeze between the double 
panes, I huddle under each stair’s worn 
and buckled tread. It’s almost as if I 
lived here. When I bust through the 
French doors between the dining room 
and the parlour I let all the air out in 
one long exhale.

As I drift through the house, zipping 
through portals conjured by 
architectural tics (a door’s phantom 
opening, a dripping faucet’s languid 
beat), the squareness of every space 
becomes something round and infinite. 
When I slide into the cellar, that 
building’s dank centre, I sidestep the 
lake water puddling on the floor. My 
hollow eyes connect the jog: every 
entrance is also an exit.
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Main

No one knows me as much as I do
or what is consistent in our
DNA        a plan kept quiet by 
a paling complexion
I am a hare        I move quickly through
the dining room I pause at the heating
grate I hear a breathing in every
bed and I wonder

Most of the time I do not 
know what I want        I speak
in different cadences        
I stutter along the same 
watery conduits
When I float into a room the smell 
hits me like a torrent        seeding into small packages
Here, forty years of stuff, or a life 
folded up and into a single envelope
I leave the boots on the 
stairs as a reminder        to return for them
someday
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43Jen Hutton

Long Meadow

The insomniac’s lament is categorically the same as the departed’s:
when sleep is absent or when you always dream 
you feel more alive than you ever were
even when “life” is synonymous 
with “animate,” “vim,” “squint,” and “bliss”

How long has it been? I cannot say
The gaps are uncertain; time is unfixed 
somehow        I locate that abstraction 
in miles and miles of clutter:
things give time a thickness 
or memory a rock 
to anchor to

And I resist the temptation to know the universe before the house
I pull back into the familiar, 
pull down into the space put underground:
that repository for life’s extant remains or
the things we don’t want to entirely forget
All of a life cast entirely with 
nostalgia’s frail yellow hue

I observe our strange loops, where every tense collapses 
and every edge softens to gauze, and I wonder 
When will we meet? But then somewhere everywhere 
a door is banging 
to call us back
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Jen Hutton is a writer, critic, artist, and translator. 
She lives in Los Angeles.

The content of Jen Hutton’s essay is based on ideas taken from Gaston 
Bachelard’s The Poetics of Space (1994), Douglas Hofstadter’s I Am a 
Strange Loop (2007), and conversations with the artist.
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